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Abstract— In supermedia enhanced Internet based teleoperation systems, the data flowing between the operator and the robot
include robotic control commands, video, audio, haptic feedback
and other media types. The difference between an Internet
based teleoperation system and other Internet applications are
that (1) there are many media types involved in teleoperation
systems and each of them has a particular Quality of Service
(QoS) requirement; and (2) some media types are very latency
sensitive. Overlay networks have been proposed to improve the
QoS of teleoperation applications. However efficient use the
overlay network resources and the distribution of these resources
optimally to all supermedia streams remains an important
problem. This paper aims to provide a framework of QoS
management for teleoperation systems over overlay networks.
The validity and performance of the system is evaluated using
the PlanetLab overlay network.
Index Terms— Teleoperation, Supermedia, Overlay networks,
Quality of Service.

I. I NTRODUCTION
In an Internet based teleoperation system, the operator controls the robot through a communication channel established
by Internet routers and switches. A supermedia enhanced
teleoperation system [1] allow control commands, audio,
video, force feedback and other sensory information to be
transmitted between the operator and the robot. In supermedia
enhanced systems, a larger variety of media are involved. All
the media types are to be transmitted through a shared path
in the Internet. Each supermedia type has a different quality
of service requirement.
However, the Internet is not designed to be a reliable
communication channel. Random time delay, packet loss,
network buffering effects and disconnections are all intrinsic
characteristics of the best effort service model of the current
Internet. Of all the unpredictable elements of the Internet,
time delay is one of the biggest challenges in real-time
teleoperation systems. High latency can stall a robot in the
middle of a task. To build a reliable teleoperation system, we
may proceed in two directions:
1) Improve the control mechanism of the teleoperation
system to accommodate the unpredictable nature of
the Internet. The traditional control system assumes a
dedicated communication channel between the operator
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and the robot. In order for the system to work over the
Internet, some of its assumptions must be changed.
2) Improve the quality of service of the Internet to make it
close to the dedicated communication channels used by
the traditional system. One of the possible ways to help
build a stable control system is to reduce the end-to-end
latency of the communication channels.
Event based teleoperation systems [1] were presented to
address the problem in the first direction. The performance
difficulty caused by the Internet based teleoperation system
is a result of using time as a reference for different system
entities. In the event-based control approach, a non-time based
reference is used. An event reference is a monotonically
increasing parameter to synchronize the operator and the
robot. Through the event reference, low level sensing and
control modules are integrated with high level task scheduling and action planning. The system is able to cope with
the uncertainties caused by the Internet and provide event
transparency to the system user. Fung, et al. introduced a
Task Dexterity Index (TDI [1]) of the robotic task to reflect
the dexterity of robotic task online. A Task Dexterity Index
(TDI) is generated for each data stream using a fuzzy logic
system to describe the bandwidth requirement of the robotic
task. Later, this TDI may be used in the bandwidth allocation
algorithm to rank the data streams that need to be transmitted.
Event based control provides a reliable control mechanism
for teleoperation system. However, in order to make the
teleoperation system reliable and efficient, something must
be done in the second direction.
There are extensive research efforts dedicated to provide
QoS aware transport service over the Internet. Some of the
most notable work, including Integrated Service (IntServ) and
Differentiated Services (DiffServ), aim to change the besteffort service model to a QoS aware infrastructure. However,
IntServ and DiffServ are not deployed over major networks
due to a variety of reasons. Many other research efforts aim
to improve QoS levels for multimedia applications over the
current best effort Internet [2] [3]. However these transmission
mechanisms do not solve issues in supermedia transmission
due to the following reasons:
1) A teleoperation system involves several kinds of media
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types, such as video, audio, control commands, haptic information, and code uploads. Different types of
supermedia stream have different QoS requirements.
Video and audio streams may be unreliable but need to
have an adaptive real time transmission service. Control
commands and haptic information need a timely and reliable transmission service. Code uploads need reliable
transmission service but are not time sensitive.
2) Supermedia streams have dynamic QoS requirements
associated with the task execution process. The priority
of a supermedia stream will change dynamically when
when the robotic tasks change. For example, video
streams may have higher priorities when the robot is
approaching an object or trying to circumvent obstacles,
while haptic feedback may become the highest priority
when the robot starts to manipulate the object.
In Supermedia TRansport over Overlay Networks
(STRON, [4] [5]), each media stream is chopped into a
series of messages. The message is encoded using a class
of digital fountain encoding algorithms [6]. Given p packets
for a certain message, STRON encodes the p packets into
αp packets, where α (α ≥ 1) is the stretch factor. The
encoded data packets are scheduled to be transmitted over
multiple overlay paths. In order for the QoS of the paths to
be independent, the overlay paths are preferably disjoint [7],
[8], [9]. As soon as the receiver collects p distinctive
encoded data packets, the decoding algorithm can reconstruct
the original message. The usage of overlay networks to
improve QoS of supermedia enhanced teleoperation systems
can be illustrated in Figure 1. The experiments show that
STRON was effective in reducing end to end latencies of
teleoperation systems. However, considering that various
supermedia streams have different QoS requirements, and all
need to be transmitted over the same set of overlay paths,

it is important to design a QoS management framework to
assign the networking resource to the supermedia streams
efficiently and optimally. This is one of the major problems
we are going to solve in this paper.
Other related research on overlay networks include
ON [10], QRON [11], SON [12], and PlanetLab. There
is much work that deals with bandwidth QoS control and
resource allocations. Most of the work is related with network
based Quality of Service approaches [13] [14]. The transcoding method is used to adaptively change the encoding schemes
according to the network conditions [15] [16]. For the supermedia transport framework, the main concern is to solve
the competition for bandwidth among different supermedia
streams since the networking is beyond the control of the end
systems. Thus the bandwidth sharing and control mechanisms
should be end-system based. Some of the existing end-host
QoS control methods try to control resources by adjusting
TCP parameters [17] [18]; others presented new transport
protocols [19] [20]. However none of these methods can be
applied to supermedia transmission due to the various types of
media involved and the changing QoS requirements of these
media types.
The purpose of this paper is to provide a reliable and
efficient teleoperation system QoS management framework.
In this framework, latency sensitive supermedia streams can
be encoded using redundancy codes and transmitted over multiple overlay paths. A QoS management module ensures the
important supermedia streams will have higher priority while
sharing the overlay bandwidth with other media streams. The
receiver will collect the first received data from the multiple
paths and ensure reliable and fast delivery of the application
data. The networking routes and encoding redundancy may
be adjusted dynamically to meet the QoS requirements of the
supermedia streams in face of networking performance degra-

dation. TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC [2]) is used as the
congestion control mechanism for each overlay connection,
which ensures that the supermedia traffic remains friendly to
other Internet traffic.
The rest of this paper has the following structure. In section II, the architecture of the transport service is presented.
We discuss the experimentation and simulation methodology
and results in section III. Section IV provides the conclusions.
II. D ESIGN OF THE OVERLAY N ETWORK T RANSPORT
S ERVICE
A. Task Dexterity index Generation
In order for the overlay transport services module to
allocate the networking resources optimally, a mechanism
is needed to model the dexterity and resource requirement
of robotic tasks. This mechanism is task dexterity index.
An on-line task dexterity analyzer is proposed to analyze
task dexterity requirements by Pan, et al. [21]. The operator
commands, the information from the mobile manipulator and
the sensory information are taken as inputs and a collection
of task indicators is generated online, which represent the
actual conditions of the task being performed. Using a fuzzy
inference scheme, the task analyzer maps the task conditions
represented by task indicators into TDI, which represents task
dexterity requirements. The task indicator vector u ∈ RM (set
of all task indicators) is defined as:
u = {u1 , u2 , · · · , uM | ∀ui ∈ U, i = 1 : M }T .

(1)

where, M is the number of task indicators. The following is
an example of the collection of task indicators which could
be used for the tele-operated mobile manipulator:
• End-effector absolute motion on position:

∆Parm = ∆x2 + ∆y 2 + ∆z 2

•

where ∆x, ∆y, ∆z are the position transformation on
x, y, and z axes in the world frame.
End-effector absolute motion on orientation:
∆Θarm
Rerr

= Abs(arccos 0.5(T r(Rerr ) − 1))

= Rdes Ract .

Here Rerr is the product of the desired rotation matrix
and the transpose of the actual rotation matrix, T r is the
trace of a matrix and Abs is the absolute value.
• Local curvature k and torsion τ of the trajectory, which
are described by the previous and current commands.
• Operator commands. The characteristics (say acceleration and deceleration) of commands can indicate task
conditions and the operator’s intention.
• Status of the mobile manipulator ( such as end-effector
open/close, the external force, etc.).
• Sensory information about the environment (say obstacles, working environment temperature, etc.).
The Task Dexterity Index is used to mathematically describe the task dexterity requirements. The index is generated

by a fuzzy mapping, which takes the task indicators as input
variables:
M

aj gj (uj )
Index = f (u) =

j=1
M


.

(2)

aj

j=1

where aj is the relative weight of task indicator uj in the task,
and gj is the mapping function of the task indicator uj for
the task. Equation (2) maps the task indicator value into the
extent of the task dexterity requirement. The relative weights
are assigned based on the physical meaning and importance
of a particular task indicator.
B. Transport Service Architecture
The system architecture is shown in Figure 2. The design
details of Sender-side Overlay Agent and Receiver-side Overlay Agent can be found in [4] [5]. At the sender side, the
supermedia streams are classified according to their roles in
the teleoperation system by a classifying system. Each class
of stream has its own QoS requirement. For teleoperation
applications, the supermedia streams have three classes. Class
1 is for small but high frequency data streams, such as
temperature and force feedback. These data streams have a
low bit rate but whenever a data packet is available it requires
timely delivery. We may not apply redundancy encoding to
supermedia of this class and simply transfer copies of the data
over several overlay network paths. Class 2 also works for
low bit rate and high-frequency supermedia streams, such as
the force feedback when multiple force detectors are present.
For class 2 supermedia streams, the data generated during
each sample interval cannot fit into one packet. Hence redundancy encoding is needed to provided a reliable transmission.
However, since the amount of data being sent is not large,
a high redundancy level may be used to ensure reliability
and timeliness. Class 3 is designed to transmit high bit rate
supermedia streams that do not have a strict requirement on
reliability. Examples of class 3 supermedia streams include
video and audio. A certain level of redundancy is used to
transmit class 3 data over multiple overlay paths. We may
also differentiate video and audio streams since sometimes
audio streams are more sensitive to data loss than video
streams. Differentiated treatments of each supermedia class
are implemented in the QoS Management Module (QMM).
The Sender-side Overlay Network Agent (SONA) is responsible for transporting each class of streams according to
its QoS specifications. The SONA consists of four submodules: the Disjoint Path Search Module (DPSM), the Network
Measurement Module (NMM), the Optimal Path Selection
Module (OPSM), and the Encoding and Transport Module
(ETM).
The Disjoint Path Search Module (DPSM) runs a disjoint
overlay network path searching algorithm [7] [8] [9] through
the connected overlay nodes. A higher disjoint degree of the
overlay paths ensures that if one of the paths experiences

congestion or service outage, the performance of other paths
will be minimally influenced.

used. The TCP throughput equation used in this framework
is based on the TCP Reno equation from [23]
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The Architecture of the Overlay Network Transport System

The Network Measurement Module (NMM) is usually
deployed in overlay nodes as a common service. Active
measurements are launched periodically to probe the networking conditions. The measurement results needed by SONA
include, the available bandwidth, the single trip delay, and the
packet loss rate. Some research efforts have been dedicated
to making accurate measurements of the network. In our
framework, we use Pathload as the available bandwidth
measurement tool. Pathload [22] takes advantage of the fact
that the one-way delays of a periodic packet stream show
an increasing trend when the stream rate is larger than the
available bandwidth. The measurement of single trip delay
and packet loss could be trivial except that half of the round
trip time is taken as the single trip delay for simplicity.
The objectives of OPSM are to find the optimal disjoint
path set to be used as active transmission paths and decide
the amount of data sent over each active path. The redundancy
encoding parameters are also decided in OPSM. The design
of the OPSM is discussed in detail in [4].
The Encoding and Transport Module (ETM) encodes the
supermedia streams using using redundancy encoding and
passes the encoded packets to the overlay transport service.
TCP Friendly Rate Control (TFRC [2]) is used as the transport
control mechanisms for each overlay path. TFRC provides
a congestion control mechanism that is more suitable to
multimedia applications than TCP while at the same time
remains TCP friendly. TFRC uses an equation to decide the
optimal sending rate of the sender. Different equations can be

P
2bp
3

+ tRT O (3



3bp
8 )p(1
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where
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R=

•
•

R is the transmit rate in bytes/second.
P is the packet size in bytes.
tRT T is the round trip time in seconds.
p is the loss event rate, between 0 and 1.0, of the number
of loss events as a fraction of the number of packets
transmitted.
tRT O is the TCP retransmission timeout value in seconds, which is set to 4R in practice.
b is the number of packets acknowledged by a single
TCP acknowledgment.

At the receiver side, the Decoding and Transport Module
(DTM) of the Receiver-side Overlay Network Agent (RONA)
decodes the packet streams received by the TFRC receivers
and notifies the sender when enough packets have been
collected for a certain message or a message is lost if a
timeout occurs. The feedback to the sender also includes
information telling the sender to what degree the redundancy
in the encoding is effective so that the sender can adjust the
redundancy level accordingly.
In the following section we discuss the design details of
the QoS management module and the transport protocol.
C. QoS Management Module (QMM)
The available bandwidth B in terms of bytes per second of
the sender is reported by the Network Measurement Module
of the sender side overlay agent. The purpose of the QoS
Management Module is to allocate B for each supermedia
stream according to their requirements. For each supermedia
stream i (i = 1, · · · , M ) we have the following parameters.
•

•

•

•

Stream Priority
For each supermedia stream, a heuristic priority number
pi is calculated and updated dynamically based on the
robotic tasks of the teleoperation application. A good
way to calculate pi is using the Task Dexterity Index
(TDI) as introduced in [1].
Stream Weight
The weight wi denotes the possible percentage of bandwidth of this stream over the whole bandwidth. wi is
related with the type of stream. For example, a video
stream should have more weight than a text stream.
Stream Floor Rate
fi is the minimum rate to make the stream i workable.
For some types of media, such as video, if the bandwidth
available to this this type of media drops below a certain
level, the media will simply not be useful anymore.
Stream Sending Rate
The allocated sending rate ri of each stream is decided
by the following algorithm.

If B satisfies all fi , that is
B≥

M


fi

(4)

i=1

The remaining of the bandwidth is allocated according
to the weight of the streams.
M
B − i=1 fi
(5)
ri = fi + wi × M
i=1 wi
If B cannot satisfy all fi , that is
B<

M


messages to be sent. Before sending the encoded packets,
ETM starts a timer. If the timer timeouts before feedback is
received, ETM stops waiting and tries to send a new message
using the old transport plan. The value of the timer may be
specified in the form of δt, where t is the speculated transmission time found in the optimal path selection algorithm, and δ
is an adjustable parameter. For certain classes of supermedia
streams, a reliable transport service may be needed. In such
cases, ETM will repeat transmitting the same message until
a positive feedback is received.
Sender side

fi

(6)
Run OPSM

i=1

The bandwidth is allocated according to the priority up
to fi for each stream. Sort the stream according to the
priority in the descending order, we have
ri = min(fi , max(0, B −

i−1


fj ))

Transport Plan
Changed?

(7)
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D. The Transport Protocol Design
The state transitions of the transport protocol are shown in
Figure 4. The two major transport entities are the Encoding
and Transport Module (ETM) at the sender side and the
Decoding and Transport Module (DTM) at the receiver side.
The ETM calls the path selection module when the system
initializes and when a feedback is received. The path selection
module produces a transport plan using the overlay network
information and the feedback. According to this transport
plan, ETM initializes the TFRC connections and encodes the
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Given the target rate ri we need a packet scheduler to make
sure the actual sending rate of each TM stream is ri . We
may use token bucket algorithm [24] to achieve this goal.
For each TM stream i we have a token bucket Bi whose size
is Fi . One token in the bucket corresponds one byte/second
bandwidth the stream can use. The rate of token increase in
the bucket is ri and Fi is a number decided by wi . Fi should
at least be greater than the packet size. The stream can send
a packet whose size is X if there are X or more than X
tokens in the bucket, otherwise, the stream would have to wait
until the bucket has the required number of tokens. Once a
packet is sent out for a stream, a certain number of tokens
are deducted from the corresponding token bucket. The token
bucket algorithm is illustrated in Figure 3.
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The Transport Protocol State Transitions

The receiver side transport entity DTM starts a timer when
the first packet of a new message is received. After enough
packets were received for the current message (the number of
effective packets required to decode the message is specified
in the data packet ), ETM decodes the message and sends a
feedback to the sender. If the timer timeouts before enough
packets were received, a negative feedback is sent back to
the sender. Similar to the sender side timer, the value of the
receiver timer may also be specified in the form of δt, where
t is the speculated transmission time and δ is an adjustable
parameter. However, the sender side feedback timer should
be a bit longer than the receiver timer considering the single
trip delay of the feedback packet.
Since the feedback only contains a small amount of data,
no redundancy encoding is needed. The feedback may be sent
over the primary overlay path (the overlay path with the best
quality) through the TFRC connection of that path. When
none of the overlay paths has satisfactory quality, the feedback
may also be sent with duplicate copies over several overlay
paths. Besides the existing TFRC connection, an additional
TCP connection can be setup to transmit the feedback data.
III. E XPERIMENTAL I MPLEMENTATION AND S IMULATION
In this section we present the results of using the overlay
based QoS framework to accomplish an obstacle avoidance
and object pickup task through teleoperation. The number
of overlay paths is dynamically adjusted based on the TDI

during the teleoperation process. Also network simulator NS2
is used to simulate the behavior of the token bucket algorithm
in shaping the bandwidth consumption of several supermedia
streams.
A. Experiments of Teleoperation via the PlanetLab Overlay
Network
Our teleoperation system mainly consists of two parts
(Figure 6): the mobile manipulator (Nomad XR400 and Puma
560) and the haptic device (Phantom). The Phantom is used
to send position commands to mobile manipulator and render
force feedback from the mobile manipulator. Several kinds
of sensors were installed in the mobile manipulator. In our
experiment, laser sensors have been used to detect the obstacle
and produce the TDI. In the experiment, the operator controls
the mobile manipulator to pick up a material piece and place
it onto the table after avoiding the obstacle in front of it.
During the teleoperation experiment, TDI is produced online
to reflect the dexterity of robotic tasks.
The experiment is designed to complete the teleoperation
task through the PlanetLab [25](Figure 5) overlay network.
PlanetLab is an overlay network used to design, evaluate
and deploy geographically distributed network services. In
the proposed approach for reliable and efficient teleoperation,
the PlanetLab nodes serve as overlay network relay agents to
transmit supermedia traffic through selected overlay routes in
addition to the default IP routes determined by the routing
protocols. By diverting the supermedia traffic into geographically distributed overlay paths, we expect that in the face of
regional networking congestion or disruption, the alternative
overlay paths will still be able to deliver the application
packets to the destination efficiently.

PlanetLab Node

Fig. 5.

The PlanetLab Overlay Network.

In the experiment we recruited five globally distributed
PlanetLab nodes as overlay nodes. The number five is chosen
because according to our previous experiments [4], five or
six paths are generally enough to reduce the latency and its
variance in most cases. More overlay paths would increase
the performance marginally but the gain will be very limited.
The same teleoperation task is carried out under two transport
schemes 6. Both the robot and the operator are located in the
United States. In both schemes an overlay node in Beijing,
China (denoted as CHN) is always chosen in the paths. This is
to simulate that the teleoperation task is performed between
two distant locations (China and USA). In scheme (a), the

operator is connected to the robot through a direct Internet
path. In scheme (b), five overlay paths are served as an path
pool (established by node N 0 to N 4 as in Figure 6. At a
certain stage during the task, zero up to five overlay paths
will be chosen as active overlay paths from the path pool
depending on the task dexterity index. Supermedia traffic
are transmitted through the default path and the active path
pool based on the proposed QoS improvement approach.
Periodical latency measurements are done over each path in
the pool regardless of whether the path is active or not. All the
overlay paths in the pool are ordered according to their QoS
performance. This makes sure whenever one more active path
is needed, the path with the best performance will be chosen.
Operator

CHN

Robot

(a) The Direct Path
Operator

CHN

CHN

Five Overlay
Paths

Robot

N0

…
CHN

N4

(b) The Overlay Paths

Fig. 6.

The Two Transport Schemes.

Figure 7 shows the results of using six paths in the path
pool (including the default path). As the TDI changes, the
number of active overlay paths is automatically adjusted. As
a result, the RTT tends to decrease when more active paths are
used in the transmission. More obvious is that the variance of
RTT is reduced significantly when the number of active paths
increase. At the beginning of the experiment (before event
sequence number 30), the mobile manipulator has picked
up a material piece and was moving toward the destination.
During most time of this period, the TDI is 0, which means
the robotic task is not complex and the QoS requirement of
the command stream is low. As a result only one default
path of Overlay Network is allocated. When the robot meets
the obstacle (starting from event sequence number 30), the
operator controls the robot to avoid the obstacle. During this
period, TDI is calculated to be 0.4 according to the laser
sensor data. This TDI indicates that the robotic task is a
little more complex compared to the robot moving task. The
path number of the Overlay Network is then set to be 3
to meet the higher QoS requirement. After the robot avoids
the obstacle successfully (after event sequence number 54),
it moves toward the table and place the material piece on
it (after about event sequence number 86). When the robot
places the material piece onto the table, the TDI is calculated
to be 0.8. This indicates the task becomes more complicated
and the number of path increases accordingly.
The RTT comparison of using overlay paths and one direct
path can be seen in Figure 8. In the overlay paths case, the
RTT has an average of 0.3399 and a standard deviation of
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0.2207. The corresponding statistics of the direct path case
are 1.5462 and 0.7800. The results show that the additional
overlay paths are very effective in reducing the RTT. More
importantly, the variance of RTT is also reduced greatly.
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The same teleoperation task is repeated three times in
both direct path and overlay paths schemes. The robot base
tracks (one track of each type of experiments) are shown
in Figure 9. We can see that the overlay path experiment
gives a smoother track than the direct path experiment. The
changes of Y distance (one plot of each type of experiments)
during the teleoperation process is shown in Figure 10. The
experiment using overlay paths completes the task earlier than
the experiment with the direct path only. The time parameters
of the experiments are shown in Table I. The column “Near
to Obstacle” means the time when the robot is nearest to the
obstacle. The average finishing time for the direct path and
overlay path is 6736.7ms and 3583.3ms respectively. The
overlay path approach improves the performance by 47%.

In the overlay network based transport service framework,
the QoS management module is to allocate the network
resource to different supermedia streams (as detailed in section II-C. To reflect the resource variance of the real network,
available bandwidth traces were collected between two remote
PlanetLab nodes using Pathload [22]. The bandwidth trace is
further normalized to meet the simulation needs. The simplexlink class in NS2 is modified to enable the bandwidth input.
In the simulation scenario, three supermedia streams s0,
s1, and s2 are scheduled to be transmitted. The weights
of the three streams are 2, 3, and 5. The priorities of the
three streams descend in the order and the floor rates of the
streams are 10, 20, 30 KB accordingly. We can see from the
simulation results (Figure 11) that the token bucket algorithm
is effective in partitioning the available bandwidth according
to the QoS specifications of each supermedia stream.
IV. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents a QoS Management framework for
supermedia enhanced teleoperation systems. This framework
aims to provide an efficient QoS control mechanism to allocate networking resources for different supermedia streams.

TABLE I
T IME M EASUREMENTS F OR E XPERIMENTS C ONDUCTED ( MILLISECOND )
Experiments

Connection

Near to Obstacle

Finish

1

Direct

35000.2456

64000.4487

2

Direct

32499.728

58300.1089

3

Direct

44700.1128

79800.2612

4

Overlay

14900.2046

33700.0347

5

Overlay

13199.8926

34499.7422

6

Overlay

23900.2673

39299.9763
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Rate (kbit/second)
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400
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0
0

2000

Fig. 11.
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Effects of the Token Bucket Algorithm

Overlay networks are used to reduce the end to end latency
of teleoperation applications and hence improve the operation
efficiency and stability.
The architecture of the transport service based on overlay
networks is described. The architecture supports dynamically
allocate overlay paths based on the task dexterity index
generated according to the dexterity of the robotic task. A
QoS management model is designed using the token bucket
algorithm to ensure the networking resources are allocated
efficiently over multiple supermedia streams. The state transitions of the transport protocol are also discussed.
Experiments using multiple overlay nodes on PlanetLab
shows that the overlay network is effective in reducing the
round trip time and its jitter when the dexterity of the task
demands a higher quality of service. Simulations are also done
to verify the effectiveness of the bandwidth allocation module
of the QoS management framework. The results show that the
token bucket algorithm can efficiently partition the bandwidth
according to the requirement of each stream.
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